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xPREFACE
This report chronicles the problems, decision points, activities, and
research involved in designing and implementing a geographic information
system for the Central Atlantic Regional Ecological Test Site (CARETS) Project
and later for the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS). It is not possible to identify
a clear point of demarcation between activities and efforts devoted solely to
the CARETS Project and those expended for the USGS. This report covers activities
from the initiation of the CARETS Project in July 1972 to the cutoff date of this
report, June 1976. The development thrusts described in this report had their
genesis in the CARETS Project and their expansion and extension into the Geo-
graphic Information Retrieval and Analysis System under the USGS are testimony
to the critical importance that has been assigned to the development of an
operational system for handling geographic information.
Any geographic information system must include at least six subsystems
in order to facilitate the encoding, storage, manipulation, retrieval, and use
of spatial data. These six subsystems are: (1) the management subsystem;
(2) the data acquisition subsystem; (3) the data input subsystem; (4) the data
retrieval and analysis subsystem: (5) the information output subsystem; and
(6) the information use subsystem. The data acquisition subsystem is considered
in another of the CARETS final reports. The information use subsystem of the
geographic information system is insufficiently developed at this time and
also will not be discussed. This report describes actions and research under-
taken to develop the management, data input, data retrieval and analysis, and
information output subsystems.
William B. Mitchell
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GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
IN THE CARETS PROJECT
By William B. Mitchell, Robin G. Fegeas, Katherine A. Fitzpatrick, and
Cheryl A. Hallam,
ABSTRACT
Experience in the development of a geographic information system to
support the CARETS Project has confirmed the considerable advantages that may
accrue by paralleling the system development with a rational and balanced sys-
tem production effort which permits the integration of the education and
training of users with interim deliverable products to them. Those advantages
include support for a long-term staff plan that recognizes substantial staff
changes through system development and implementation, a fiscal plan that
provides continuity in resources necessary for total system development, and
a feedback system which allows the user to communicate his experiences in
using the system. Thus far balance between system development and system pro-
duction has not been achieved because of continuing large-scale spatial data
processing requirements coupled with strong and insistent demands from users
for immediately deliverable products from the system. That imbalance has
refocused staffing and fiscal plans from long-term system development to short
and near-term production requirements, continuously extends total system develop-
ment time, and increases the possibility that later system development may
reduce the usefulness of current interim products.
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BACKGROUND
The Central Atlantic Regional Ecological Test Site (CARETS) is one of
the sites designated in 1970 by the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion (NASA) where detailed environmental evaluations of the Earth Resources
Technology Satellite (ERTS, later changed to Landsat) and correlative air-
craft and ground data were to be conducted by multidisciplinary teams.
Sponsored jointly by NASA and the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), the CARETS
project was formulated during 1970 and 1971 in the USGS. The project formally
came into being as a NASA-sponsored ERTS experiment on July 1, 1972.
The primary objective of the CARETS demonstration was to test the
extent to which ERTS and related remotely sensed data could be used as in-
put to a regional land resources information system. The rationale and
structure of the CARETS experimental information system were chiefly con-
cerned with ways of gathering, processing, packaging, and calibrating infor-
mation and making it available to users and decisionmakers. Development of a
geographic information system was one of the four major aspects of the CARETS
project, the others being compilation of land use maps from the remotely
sensed data, assessment of environmental impact, and evaluation of resulting
data products by users. The goals for the geographic information system
included the automatic measurement and summation of data sets, in addition
to the retrieval of updated and composited data seas.
Following the start of the CARETS project, investigators made a number
of key data-acquisition decisions that influenced the development of the
geographic information system. These decisions were to: (1) compile Level II
land use information based on 1970 data obtained from high-altitude aircraft,
(2) update Level II land use data to 1972, (3) provide census county sub-
f divisions, drainage basin, cultural feature, and geology overlays and,
(4) compile Level I land use and land cover data from ERTS images. 	 These
data sets were then to be digitized as the basic data base for the CARETS
information system.	 To retrieve, manipulate, analyze, display, and summarize
that data base, investigators decided to adapt and incorporate procedures,
programs, and capabilities of geographic information systems in operation or
under development at the time the CARETS project was initiated.
THE MANAGEMENT SUBSYSTEM OF A GIS
Tomlinson, Calkins, and Marble (1976) have noted that any geographic
information system must comprise at least six major subsystems in order to
facilitate the encoding, storage, manipulation, retrieval, and use of spatial
data.	 These six subsystems are:	 (1) the management subsystem, (2) the data
acquisition subsystem,	 (3) the data input subsystem,	 (4) the data retrieval
and analysis subsystem, (5) the information output subsystem, and (6) the
information use subsystem. 	 They point out that "there are just as many problems,
possibly more, on the management side of an information system as there are
L
on the technical side." 	 One of the major management and administrative
problems in implementing the system is to design an information system that
minimizes the adverse effects produced by time delays in obtaining project
approval, acquiring the necessary equipment, and hiring and training the
staff.
3
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This report describes the problems, activities, and research involved
in developing a geographic information system (GIS) for the CARETS project. Y
The report identifies critical decision points for the development of a GIS
capability.	 Some of those decision points have been diagrammed in figure 1,
which shows the development of the GIS.	 A brief description of the GIS
development follows, including a discussion of the major directions of .
development.	 Finally, a brief description of the basic characteristics
F
of the geographic information system being used for land use and land cover -^
mapping and data compilation in the USGS in 1977 is presented.
The sequence of decision points and subsequent events and activities in
r`
the development of the CARETS Geographic Information System that are dia-
grammed in figure 1 emphasize the critical role that timing, lead time, and
interrelationships between the main components of a GIS play. 	 The first five
events (events Al through A5), shown along the top line, indicate the con-
trolling time sequence in CARETS. 	 The development of a GIS for CARETS, g
however, could not keep pace with this time line.	 The documentation of this
inability and the lessons to be learned in planning the development of a GIS
are the major contributions of this report.
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By the second quarter of 1973, (about 1 year after the initiation of
the CARETS ERTS project), land use and land cover maps were ready to be
digitized. Shortly after the start of the project, investigators decided to
negotiate with the Commission on Data Sensing and Data Processing of the
International Geographical Union (IGU) for a grant and to request consultation
concerning how best to attack the problems of developing a geographic information
system (figure 1, event B1). In particular, it was felt that the IGU Advisory
Group could expedite the developmental process by recommending existing GIS
systems or components of systems that could be immediately utilized. Although
the IGU group ultimately contributed valuable insights and advice to the CARETS
project, the lead time that elapsed between the decision to ask the IGU to form
an advisory group and the actual grant award (figure 1, event B3) was nearly
half a year. The major recommendations of the IGU group for GIS development in
CARETS are indicated on the diagram by dashed lines (figure 1, events Cl, F2,
and G1).
After consulation between the CARETS project staff, USGS staff, and the
IGU Advisory Group, steps were taken to obtain a test of the Canada Geographic
Information System (CGIS) using CARETS data from the Norfolk map sheet (figure 1,
events Cl and C2). A competitive request for proposal (RFP) was also used
for digitizing services from commercial firms in the United States (figure 1,
event F2). The necessary paperwork was initiated to procure computer hard-
ware for an interactive cartographic system (figure 1, event G2). In addition
to these measures, the GIS staff in CARETS continueddigitizing and programming
experiments with USGS digitizing equipment (figure 1, event D1 through D2 and Fl
through F6) and continued to monitor the Raytheon Corporation contract with
the Bureau of Land Management and the Bureau of Indian Affairs, which promised
to lead to the development of the Natural Resources Information System (KRIS)
(figure 1, event El).
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Had the CARETS project not encountered unforeseen lengthy delays, any of
these activities could have met the interpretation and compilation production
schedule of CARETS and would have permitted the timely digitizing and computer
processing of spatial data necessary for a geographic information system. None
of the activities met the schedule, however, and some of the approaches have not
even yet proved operationally viable. None of the six proposals received from
the 60 vendors who requested the RFP for digitizing provided acceptable error-
free digitizing, services at the time of the evaluation (figure 1, event F5).
The Canada Geographic Information System effort (figure 1, events C1 through
CS) provided the digitizing, manipulative, and analytic operations required on
actual CARETS spatial data. From the standpoint of the acquisition of an in-
, house geographic information system capability, however, the CGIS was not
considered because of the infeasibility of importing a geographic information
system from Canada on a sole-source basis, and other factors. A general
description of the digitizing process of the CGIS is given later in this report.
The CGIS has conducted an accuracy evaluation of its system, which is described
in the same section.
Although the adaptation of existing GIS capabilities in the United States
did not prove to be a timely or operationally viable solution to the problem
of processing, manipulating, or retrieving CARETS ,land use and land cover
data within the time frame originally set for the project, the CARETS objec-
tive of participating in the development of an operational geographic infor-
mation system has been achieved. All of the elements of the geographic
	
`	 information system that are now major operational components of the USGS GIS
were the direct result of in-house or contractual activities initially under-
	
a	 taken or funded by the CARETS Project. A system description of the GIS is
included in this report, but special note must also be made of the graphic
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input procedures developed for post-digitizing processing by the USGS, and
a utilization of the interactive cartographic system (INTERMAP) as an integral
part of the GIS, which is believed to be unique in the United Stetes. Finally,
the studies and evaluation provided by the IGU Advisory Group (figure 1, events
L
Bl through B7) were initiated during the CARETS project and constitute probably
the only existing body of consolidated information on the development of geo-
graphic information systems. Followup studies by the IGU Commission will expand
1
0.-0
	 this critical and valuable source of information on operational geographic infor-
mation systems (Tomlinson, Calkins, and Marble, 1976).
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SURVEY AND EVALUATION OF EXISTING GIS APPROACHES IN THE UNITED STATES
In the development of a geographic information system for the CARETS
project, considerable effort was made to locate, acquire, and evaluate com-
puter programs already developed in support of other operational geographic
information systems in the United States. The most useful systems appeared
to be the Polygon Information Overlay System (PIGS) developed for the County
of San Diego (Dangermond, 1971); and the MAP/MODEL System developed for the
Columbia Region Association of Governments, Portland, Oregon (Arms, 1968). Des-
criptions of those systems were analyzed and evaluated for their applicability
to the CARETS GIS problem. Neither system, however, provided an operable
solution to the critical problem of editing and correcting the digital record
resulting from the digitizing process. Without such a procedure, for the
graphic input, all errors resulting from the interpretation process, compilation
of other map sources, and digitizing process would be retained and compounded in
the subsequent processing, analysis, and manipulation of the digital record. In
addition, both systems digitized each polygon separately with the result that
all lines on the map were digitized twice. Since it is impossible in manual
digitizing for an operator to redigitize a given line with exactly the same
precision, the many slivers of areas and false polygons created by this method
introduced additional errors into the digital record. Therefore, the two systems
were not considered further.
During this initial period of evaluation,, another system which was found
to show promise was the Natural Resource Information Systemll (NRIS), then
under development (Raytheon Corpoation, 1973) (figure 1, event E1). The NRIS
1/ Any use of trade names and trademarks in this publication is for descriptive
purposes only and does not constitute endorsement by the U.S. Geological
Survey.
9
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kwas to be developed on contract for the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) and
the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) of the Department of the Interior as a
natural resource management information system, but with a component which
would provide for the input, manipulation, and retrieval of natural resource
maps of various types. Although the Boeing Company (1972 a,b) of Seattle,
Washington, had first completed a feasibility study for BIA/BLM, proposing
a system essentially similar to PIOS or MAP/MODEL, Raytheon Corporation was
awarded the developmental contract. Raytheon proposed a system which emphasized
the geographic information system aspect and further proposed an approach which
was to be based upon line segment digitizing. This approach was not then used
in any other GIS input procedure but promised to eliminate many of the errors
produced by other systems. This approach was adopted by the GIS group for use
in the CARETS project and later by the USGS.
Although NRIS appeared to promise solutions for the CARETS project in
the areas of data storage and retrieval, manipulation, and graphic production,
close liaison with the Raytheon Corporation soon revealed that the NRIS con-
tract was written to exclude any transfer of digitizer editing and correction
programs to the public domain. If those programs were to remain proprietary
to Raytheon, any digitizing and subsequent editing and correction of CARETS
land use and other land cover maps would necessarily have to be performed
solely by the Raytheon Corporation. Since a central objective of the CARETS
project was to provide programs and subroutines for all aspects of a GIS
in the public domain, it became evident that such programs would necessarily
have to be developed in-house or obtained elsewhere.
10
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The system proposed by Raytheon Corporation, however, promised to pro-vi I
vide CARETS and GAP with most of the necessary geographic information systems
capability. CARETS provided Raytheon Corporation with test data for digitizing
processing, manipulation, and information retrieval tests with NRIS in October
1972. A demonstration of the system, scheduled for July 1973, was finally held
in September 1973. The NRIS software was delivered to the Department of the
Interior in November 1973, and the system was finally implemented on the USGS
IBM-360 computer in December 1973 (figure 1, event E3). The USGS began testing
the NRIS programs, and although testing continued into September 1974 (figure 1,
event E4), by May it was apparent to USGS programmers that the NRIS compositing
programs (the most critical of all manipulative programs in a geographic infor-
mation system) were prohibitively expensive to run on USGS computers. In May 1975,
the USGS agreed to share contract costs with the Bureau of Indian Affairs for
an effort by Washington State University to revise the NRIS compositing programs
to reduce their excessively high computer-run costs (figure 1, event E5). The
attempt was unsuccessful, however, and the effort was abandoned in January 1976.
w
ADVISORY GROUP OF THE IGU COMMISSION ON GEOGRAPHICAL
DATA SENSING AND PROCESSING
The problems in obtaining usable computer programs for CARETS led to the
decision to contract for the services of an advisory group from the Commission
on Geographical Data Sensing and Processing of the International Geographical
Union. The IGU Commission had completed, in June 1972, a report on geographic
information systems that resulted from a symposium held by the Commission in
Ottawa, Canada, (Tomlinson, 1972). After some discussions, the Commission began
to work cooperatively with the CARETS project and other projects in the USGS
tinder USGS Grant No. 14008-001-G-67 and subsequent amendments (figure 1,
events B1 through B7).
As a result of negotiations with the Commission, three main activities
were planned:
1) The initial development of a geographical data-handling capa-
bility to meet then current program responsibilities of GAP;
2) The identification of the geographical data-handling require-
ments of the proposed USDI/USGS land use program and, to the extent
possible, make the GAP system compatible with such requirements
and use it as an experimental test bed to produce preliminary
evaluation of the cost effectiveness of the techiques which it
incorporated;
3) The determination of the cost-effectiveness of the GAP system in
comparison with alternative existing or experimental geographic infor-
mation systems which deal with the same or similar data sets and
query types.	 f
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Realizing that these three activities were necessarily interdependent and
would have to be, to a large extent, carried out concurrently, the Commission
identified four tasks:
1) Geographic information system specification;
2) Software/hardware recommendations;
3) Product review; and
4) System critique.
The responsibility of the Commission was to thoroughly examine the needs and
i;-
requirements of the USGS geographic information system and, on the basis of its
technical expertise, to provide sound recommendation and advice to the USGS
on the development of the desired system. The Commission was also to critically
F'
	
	
examine the experimental system in such a way that the USGS could make viable
decisions regarding future development of their geographic data handling
capability. To accomplish this, the Commission established an Advisory Group
(chaired by Dr. Duane F. Marble and composed of Drs. Waldo Tobler, Ray Boyle,
¢
	
	 and Dieter Steiner) to handle Tasks 1 and 2, and a Critique Group (headed by
Dr. Hugh Calkins) to handle Task 4; and Task 3 was to be carried out by the two
groups in cooperation (Tomlinson, Calkins, and Marble, 1976).
The responsibilities of the IGU Critique Group were defined in the work
..	 statement between the IGU and the USGS as follows:
3
1) To participate in the preparation of the preliminary system
specifications so that the recommended system will meet the geo-
graphical data handling requirements of the USGS and be compatible
with a proposed USDI/USGS Land Use Program;
2) To conduct a review of existing systems which have data handling
characteristics similar to the needs of the USGS;
13
3) To compare and criticise the final recommendations to the USGS
for a system that will meet its geographic data handling needs in
light of the experience and results from the review of the other
similar systems; and
4) To prepare general GIS recommendations that would address the major
problems anticipated in the development of a proposed USDI/USGS Land
Use Program.
Activities 1, 3, and 4 in the above list were to require substantial interaction
between the Advisory Group and the Critique Group so that the final report of
the Critique Group would incorporate recommendations of the entire IGU team.
	
' x	 Activity 2 was essentially an independent task of the Critique Group and did
not rely directly on extensive interaction with or feedback from the Advisory
	
y ^,	 Group.
t "`
	
	 Between February and May 1973, the Critique Group participated in dis-
cussions with the USGS staff which resulted in the preparation of general system
`g	 specifications [by D. F. Marble] (figure 1, event B-4). Further staff and•
r
IGU discussions resulted in a detailed work plan for the Critique Group
w	 (figure 1, event B5). This plan consisted of two major elements:
1) Five case studies of existing or experimental geographical data-
	
" 	 handling systems to determine the various characteristics of the
systems, includinj; the major methods of geographical data manipulation.
The significant factors that would be used in evaluating the system
recommended for GAP would be extracted from these case studies.
2) Experiments in the area of data encoding (the conversion of gra-
phicalimages to digital data records) in order to assess more
accurately the resource requirements of this process, including man-
e
r;.	 power, hardware, and money.
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Case studies were to be conducted on the Canada Information System,
the Oak Ridge Regional Modeling Information System, the State of New York
Land Use and Natural Resource Information. System (LUNR), the Minnesota Land
Management Information System (MLMIS), and the San Diego County Polygon
Overlay Information System (PIGS). In addition, the data encoding (digi-
tizing) tests were to be defined and applied to each system in the case study
in an attempt to develop comparative statistics and other measures of the cost
effectiveness of the various operations of each system (figure 1, event B5).
During the period from June 1973 to March 1974, the majority of the
case-study and data-encoding experiment information was assembled. Documen-
tation of each case study and the data encoding experiment was prepared.
The documents describing each system and data encoding experiment were returned
to the individual or agency responsible for each system for review and comment.
As of July 1974, all comments had been received from the participating individuals
and agencies (figure '1, event B6). It was decided that the Critique Group's
report should summarize the major lessons learned from the case study materials
and the data encoding experiment as a set of general recommendations which would
be applicable to either the specific geographic data handling problems of the
USGS or to a broader, more extensive land use program within the Department of
the Interior.
The final report of the Critique Group was organized as follows:
1) Evaluation methodology;
2) Overview of case studies and data encoding experiment;
3) Gener#1 recommendations resulting from the case studies and
data encoding experiment;
15
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4) Recommendations relevant to perceived USGS objectives and the
general land use mapping program;
5) Conclusions emphasizing areas of uncertainty and requirements
for continuing investigations;
6) Appendices containing detailed descriptions of each case study
system and the data encoding experiment.
The draft report '(figure I, event B7), "Computer handling of geographic
data," including the five case studies and the data encoding experiments descrip-
tion, was published by the Unesco Press in 1976 (Tomlinson, Calkins, and
Marble, 1976).
F,; 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS RESULTING
r:.
FROM THE IGU CASE STUDIES
The conclusions and recommendations of the Critique Group based on the
data encoding experiment and comparative case studies are summarized in this
section. The purpose of the summary is to highlight the recommendations which
the IGU Commission believed were relevant to development of a geographic infor-
mation system for the CARETS project and in the USGS and to identify areas of
uncertainty in the developmental program as well as the requirements for con-
tinuing investigation. The conclusions and recommendations are placed in the
context of the actual experience in developing a geographic information system
in the USGS.
The five systems selected provided a range of encoding methods as well as
a variety of encoding procedures (table 1). After the initiation of the study,
the sponsor of LUNR system chose to include the system in th-> case studies but
not in the data encoding experiment. The DIGIMAP system currently being developed
by the CALSPAN Corporation was subsequently added to the data encoding experiment.
The DIGIMAP system uses a fine-polygon and automatic-line-following scanning
technique. DIGIMAP, however, is not represented in the comparative case studies.
Table l.--Selected geographic information systems and related encoding methods
Geographic information system Encoding method
The Canada Geographic Informa- Fine polygon,l/
tion System (CGIS) drum scanner
The Oak Ridge Regional Small grid,
Modelling Information flying-spot
System (ORMIS) scanner
The Minnesota Land Management Medium grid, manual
Information System (MLMIS) grid overlay
The New York Land Use and Natural Large grid, manual
Resource Information System (LUNR) coding
The San Diego Comprehensive Coarse polygon,l/
Planning Organization's Polygon manual digitizer
Information Overlay System (PIGS.)
l/ 'Fine and coarse polygons
used to define a polygon,
tThe Critique Group of the IGU Commission concluded that, for the five
systems studied, there are probably more problems on the management side of
the design and development of an information system than on the technical
side. The Group found that the most critical problems in the management of
.4
a developing system were obtaining timely approval of the system, obtaining
staffing slots and hiring personnel for them, acquiring the necessary equipment,
obtaining fiscal support, and finally, implementing the system in the face of
significant delays in accomplishing those tasks. The Group emphasized the need
to estimate the probable delays in system design and implementation plans. The
system design should be structured to minimize the adverse effects of delays.
t	 The Group pointed out that opponents of a system development project will
F	 capitalize on delays and that underestimating the time necessary in system
$	 development will necessarily adversely affect the implementation of its various
i	
parts.
In the five systems studied, there was a strong need to "sell" the
A K ;
A,
system as far up the line of decisionmaking as possible. Major problems con-
fronting this effort are the negative attitude that exists toward computer utili-
zation and the misconceptions of people at the various levels through which
approval must be obtained concerning the use of the system. Thus, in "selling"
x'
the system, it is necessary to involve personnel other than the higher level
decisionmakers, that is, the data gatherers, the system designers, and the antic
y '	 ipated user groups.
A
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In comparing the development of the five systems, the Critique Group
noted several possible models of fiscal continuity for the development of
a geographic information system, assuming that such development would take
5 to 10 years, One model orients the project so that deliverable products are
scheduled at the end of each year or each funding period. The purpose of the
products is to justify the continuation of the developmental program. The
difficulty with this approach is that considerable emphasis and effort may be
placed on the production of deliverable products with the consequent diminution
of the effort on overall system development. Furthermore, it may later be
found that the interim products may not be suitable for the final system. In
general, the approach tends to extend the time required for system development.
An alternative approach to fiscal continuity is to plan system develop-
ment over the shortest possible time without providing for interim deliverable
products. System experience has indicated that the delivery of the first products
might be possible in 5 years.
The Critique Group suggests that a variation of the last approach would
be the inclusion of an extensive user education program it1iir the project
with a limited set of deliverable products in order to support the continuing
development of the system. This approach anticipates a training program that
keeps the user appraised of the capabilities and utilization of the system
as it is developed. The training program, it is noted, should include the
formulation of the user's problems in quantitative terms as well as instruc-
tion in utilizing the system. Those instructions would include operating
characteristics, assumptions concerning the data and manipulative functions,
reasonable expectations on system performance, and limitation of the system.
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All of this assumes that the development program can be arranged so that less
complex system tasks can be accomplished at an early date in the development,
especially with users who lack extensive resources in manpower and money.
Because this approach attempts to integrate user education and interim deliver-
able products without seriously delaying system development, the Critique
Group concludes that this approach will require greater attention to the
management of the system than has been evident in the systems studied.
Conclusions of -the Critique Group relating to the data acquisition,
input, storage, retrieval, and analysis subsystems of a geographic informa-
tion system concerned the 'problems of data editing, the use of interactive
system capabilities, file structure, and manipulative capabilities. They
point out that a major technical constraint in the development of systems
is digitization of data and especially the processing or converting an error-
prone manuscript map into an acceptably error-free nongraphic file. Because
in the present state of computer development, the computer cannot intelligently
ignore nonlogical errors, the significance of an error-free digital file is
particularly important. The process of creating such a file includes 1) pre-
editing of graphic data, 2) digitizing, 3) detection and correction of errors,
and 4) file structuring.
If a system is intended to handle multiformat (point, line, and area)
data, the Group concludes, the file structure must be designed with this in
mind at the inception of system development. The subsequent addition of
one or more of these types to an existing file structure can be fairly expen-
sive and can reduce efficiency considerably.
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The use of interactive cartographic data manipulation capabilities can
be of considerable benefit in the error correction process. The Critique Group
concludes that manipulative functions remain a problem in geographic information
systems because most users do not understand the assumptions or statistical bases
upon which manipulations are made.
Solutions to the problems with the information output and use subsystems of
the geographic information systems are included in the last set of recommendations
and conclusions resulting from the comparative analysis of the five information
systems by the Critique Group. Most of those problems relate to the utilization
of manipulative capabilities or statistical analyses packages referred to above.
Users generally believe that automated systems perform tasks much faster than
manual systems and consequently ,fudge a system's performance against that
criterion. Thus, a user expects higher performance from the automated system
even though he lacks an understanding of the manipulative or statistical. tech-
niques available. The user's lack of understanding of manipulative techniques,
moreover, often leads to a failure to properly interpret the output of the
system and further may lead to the acceptance of results without an appreciation
of the underlying assumptions of the manipulation and the qualifications that
should apply to data interpretation based upon those assumptions. This lack of
understanding has also led to the underutilization of a system's manipulative
capabilities.
A similar situation exists with regard to the use of the statistical
packages currently available for computer-based analysis. The standard
statistical packages available do not adequately meet the needs for spatial
data analysis; on the other hand those statistical methods capable of handling
spatial data are not generally used in the systems studied.
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Education of users in the employment of spatial data manipulative
techniques and statistical methods can be best approached, the Group believes,
by a "go-between" process which essentially places persons knowledgable in
spatial manipulative and statistical methods between the actual user and
the system. Those "go-betweens" would have the task of interpreting or
translating the user's problem into quantitative terms to which the system
could respond. Higher level policy decisions, they note, are primarily
based upon a mental model that is built upon information seen or heard by
the decisionmaker. The degree to which the decisionmaker's mental model or
"image" of the problem is modified by information from a geographic information
system may critically depend upon how successfully'the "go-between" or middle
level technical personnel can transform the information (through manipulative
or statistical techniques) into a form compatible with the policy maker's
mental model or problem image. Unfortunately, the Group reports, "there are
no mechanisms by which to determine the degree to which this image is sub-
ject to modification by the type of information which could come from an
information system. None ofthe systems studied have a mechanism for either
determining the effects of information or negotiating the use of information
and consequently they are suffering as a result of lack of these mechanisms.
Further, it must be recognized that even if these functions are supplied,
there may be no perceivable change in decisionmaking, and that to base the
continuity and survival of the information system on such notions could
easily be fatal." Upon this rather pessimistic note, the Critique Group
concludes that it is incumbent upon the system designer to include personnel
capable of understanding the user's problem and to be able to translate that
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problem into terms suitable to the system's capabilities for spatial data
manipulation and statistical analysis. "The designer must take the system
to the user and on the basis that the user can understand it in terms of his
problem." (Tomlinson, Calkins; and Marble, 1976).
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CANADA GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM
The Canada Geographic Information System (CGIS) had been used to provide
digitizing services for the Government of Canada on an experimental basis
since 1965, and was believed capable of handiing the large number of CARETS
map sheets. GCIS had an oVerational capability to produce composite maps from
several overlays and had been used to accurately aigitige high-density polygon
maps. Because the CGIS was the single known system capable of providing accurate
and economical digitization, the Geography Program awarded a $113,000 contract
for use of the CGIS in digitizing the priority sheets of the CARETS project
(figure 1, event CO.
Data Input Process
To be input to the CGIS, the CARETS maps first had to be converted
V1,1A
from the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinate system to the geo-
graphic coordinate system and were laid out in I- by 2-degree map sheets corre-
sponding to the standard USGS topographic map format. 	 The maps were then
reproduced on scribecoat and scribed. 	 This scribed copy was later scanned
by the drum scanner to enter the polygon boundaries into the system. 	 Figure
2 is a schematic diagram of the input procedure.
The scanner consists of a black drum on which a map is mounted and
a moveable carriage which moves the scanning head across the face of the map.
The scanning head passes over the map and senses the amount of light re-
flected from the maps every 1/250 of an inch and records this information as
a series of bits on magnetic tape. 	 Where a line is present the drum scanner
records a 'T' on the scan tape.
	 A normal full size map sheet (about 34
by 24 inches) takes approximately 10 to 15 minutes to scan. 	 Figure 3 is an
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example of the map image data as processed by the drum scanner; the zeros
have been omitted for clarity. These map image tapes produced by the
scanner go directly to the data reduction system where they become the
image data set.
Once the map has been scanned, a numbered overlay to the map is prepared.
On a drafting film overlay to the map sheet, a draftsman assigns a unique but
sequential number to each polygon (from 1 through n, beginning at the upper
left hand corner). Two different people then transcribe the data, each using
a different format to list the polygon numbers and corresponding classification
data. These two lists are keypunched directly to a magnetic tape, edited, and
verified to eliminate transcription errors and other errors introduced in pro-
cessing. In this manner, classification errors are detected and corrected.
These completed lists of polygon numbers and classification data comprise the
description data set.
The x and y coordinates of the map and polygon faces are established
using the scribed copy, the overlay of the polygon numbers, ,and an x-y digitizer.
After overlaying the scribed copy with the drafting film overlay of polygon
numbers, an operator digitizes the corner points of the map and a point within
each polygon, referencing it to its polygon number. This produces a digitizer
tape, which links each polygon town x, y coordinate within the polygon.
The data from the digitizer and the encoder tapes are merged and edited
to produce a classification tape (figure 4). The products of the i nput sub-
system--the classification tape and the map-image tape--are then sent to the
data-reduction subsystem.
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Figure 4--Computer operations of the data input process
Data Reduction
The data reduction subsystem is comprised of nine major groups of pro-
grams (phases 0-8). These programs transform the map-image tape and the
classification tape into the image data set and the description data sets.
The image data set is the coded image of the polygon boundaries. The des-
.
criptor data set is the classification data describing each of the polygons.
The . data reduction subsystem modifies the map-image tape. In the data
reduction subsystem, lines are closed and the several points identifying
the width of a line are reduced to a single point so that each line is only
one point wide. The polygons are checked for closure and then corrected.
The arbitrary digitized coordinates of the map corner points and the points
within each polygon are transformed to latitude and longitude coordinates.
The map-image data are also converted from the arbitrary x, y coordinates
of the scanner to latitude and longitude coordinates.
In the data-reduction subsystem, the image and classification data are
edited for missing lines, gaps in lines, extraneous lines, and erroneous
classification data. The list of errors produced is then corrected in the
manual error correction subsystem (Tomlinson, Calkins, and Marble, 1976).
The map edges are identified, and during the late phases of data reduction,
polygons that may cross map borders are matched and assigned a new polygon
number in both the image data set and the description data set. Areas for
these polygons are recalculated, thereby eliminating the lines of the map
edge.
The image data set and the description data set, stored on either mag-
netic tape or disk, comprise the data bank. The image data set consists of
all point information necessary to reproduce a graphic display of the map.
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Each polygon in the image data set is identified by a numerical descriptor.
The image data set is stored in a series of frames. A frame is the basic unit
of storage used by CGIS. The CARETS data were stored in frames 3.75 minutes
on a side which resulted in 128 frames per map sheet at a scale of 1:100,000
and 512 frames per map sheet at a scale of 1:250,000. According to Environment
Canada, Lands Directorate "the system is capable of maintaining the accuracy
of this image to .four one thousands of an inch (0.004 inches), regardless of
scale." (Environment Canada, 1973).
The description data set is a list of the descriptive data for each
polygon listed by the same number identifying it in the image data set. The
descriptive data for each polygon would be the classification data, the area
of the polygon, the latitude and longitude of the centroid, and a list of each
frame in which the polygon appears.
Retrieval Subsystem
CGIS can retrieve the overlay map data for different types of coverages l/
and display the data in either graphic or tabular form, or both. Once the map
data are ir,t the data bank the possibilities for retrieval format are almost
infinite. When data for several types of map coverage are overlaid, the graphic
display becomes difficult to visualize. CGIS can display in tabular form the
descriptive data for each type of map coverage or for a combination of coverages.
In the CARETS project, for example, Landsat-derived land use data were tabu-
lated by both county and State.
^y
l/ Coverage is used to describe a map overlay of a single set of data, such as
land use or political boundaries.
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Maps at scales ranging from 1:370 to 1:1,000,000 may be put inte:the
system. A separate program permits the retrieval of any data at any scale
within that range. Plots or tabular data compositing two maps at different
scales can then be obtained.
The CARETS project first received Landsat Level I land use data compiled
by census tract and drainage basin from the CGIS, Following this, selected
AM
Level II land use maps, land use change overlays, census tract and county
'boundary overlays, geologic maps, acrd drainage basin maps at a scale of
1:100,000 were processed by the system; these maps cover the multicounty
priority area of the Washington and the Norfolk-Portsmouth Standard Metro-
politan Statistical Areas.
Once the maps are stored in the data bank, the information may be input
to a graphics display system. Using a remote terminal such as a Tektronix
4012 or 4014 storage display system, the user may interrogate the system and
manipulate the data. The Tektronix system can present a visual display on a
viewing screen of either graphic or tabular data for a given type of map
coverage or set of coverages and can produce the display as a hard copy. For
example, a single category of land use for a given county on a map sheet or
set of map sheets may be displayed as a plot, and the area of the category, in
acres, may also be put out in tabular form. Figure 5 shows such a plot and
listing for land use category 15 in the Patuxent River area between Chesapeake
Say and Washington, D.C.
The use of this system requires only that the information in the CGIS
data base be converted to the graphics subsystem and that the user have
access to a remote terminal. The system is somewhat limited because it lacks
the storage capacity to handle detailed graphic data for a large area. By
reducing the polygon size, the total area that can be viewed increases.
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Figure S--Example of lend use plot and tabular summaries
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Both area measurements in acres and hectares can be obtained. On the other
hand, tabular data can be displayed for even complex combinations of coverages.
For example, a listing of the land uge types and areas of the land use types
for a given county could be tabulated.
The CARETS researchers will be able to assess the-land use and other
coverage data from a terminal in the USGS National Center. If the CGIS data
base were converted to a format useable in-house, the USGS would then be able
to access and manipulate the data for any user request.
Deliveries of data summaries derived from Landsat (land use by county
at 1:250,000) and tape data on land use by county and drainage basin at
1:250,000 were made by CGIS in the first half of 1976 (figure 1, event C7).
Comparison of Area Values Determined by the CGIS and by Manual Methods
The CGIS personnel performed three types of area measurements using
digitized maps in order to compare the accuracy of the areas calculated by
their system to areas calculated by manual methods. In April 1974, CGIS
personnel compared their calculated area for Prince Edward Island, to the value
given by Statistics Canada. The two values differed by 11,522 acres or 0.82
percent of the total area. CGIS investigators then compared the CGIS area
calculations with areas calculated by four manual methods for the total areas
of two Canadian map sheets. The manual methods used were dot planimeter count,
polar planimeter, weight measurement, and quadrilateral tables.
Researchers compared the results of each of the above methods to the areas
determined by the CGIS. Table 2 shows the deviations for the first map sheet
(11L03). Of all the manual methods, only the polar planimeter determinations
varied more than 1 percent from the CGIS determined area for this map.
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Table 2.-- Area determinations for CGIS map sheet 11L03
i
i
AREA DEVIATION FROM AVERAGE DEVIATION FROM
METHOD OF ALL METHODS EXCEPT CGIS CGIS
(ACRES) (ACRES) % (ACRES)
CGIS 265,363.6 + 3419.6	 + 1.31 — —
DOT COUNT 266,532.6 + 4588.6	 + 1.75 + 1169.0 + 0.44
WEIGHT
CALCULATION 263,127.9 + 1133.9
	
+ 0.45 — 2235.1 — 0.84
POLAR at
PLANIMETER 254,556.3 — 7387.7	 — 2.82 —10,807.3 — 4.07
QUADRILATERAL
TABLES 263,559.2 + 1615.2	 + 0.62 — 1804.4 — 0.68
AVERAGE OF 261,944 —	 — — 3219.6 — 1.29
ALL METHODS
EXCEPT CGIS
The CGIS determined value varied only 1.31 percent from the average of the
	
";.';	 manual methods, a deviation less than either dot counted or polar planimeter
	
'	 calculated deviations from the average area.
Table 3 shows the same type statistics for°the second Canadian map sheet
(82J). It also shows each of the three dot counted values used to derive the
average dot counted areas and each of three polar planimeter calculated values
used to find the average polar planimeter area. These figures show the vari-
ation possible when using either the dot planimeter or polar planimeter for
area determination. For the second sheet, none of the manually determined areas
vary by as much as I percent from the CGIS determined area. As a result, the
CGIS value varies only 0.06 percent from the average.of all the manually deter-
mined values.
The CARETS researchers consider the difference between area values deter-
mined by the CGIS method, and manual methods, as described above, insignificant.
Once computer processing of CARETS map began, the CGIS staff conducted
a series of area checks for a sample from the CARETS data base. The area of
a map sheet computed by CGIS was not only checked against areas from other
methods, but against itself. 	 Table 4 displays the inconsistency of the dot
E	 __ count method for a full CARETS sheet {O.i 	 percent between counts 1 and 2),
ALL` the deviations of the average dot count value from the area of the map sheet
(0.40 percent), and the difference between the average CGIS overlay area and
the average dot counted area (0.46 percent).
The information in table 4 concerns the 12 maps listed as "Composite Maps"
and "Data Reduction Process Maps." 	 The data reduction process maps were com-
bined to make the composite overlay maps.	 The largest difference in the 12
separate determinations is less than 1-1/2 acres for a map of nearly 600,000
acres.	 This implies that the system is consistent in its determination of
large areas.
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	Table 3.--Area determinations for CGIS map sheet 82J
±	 r
0Next, researchers determined the area of a single polygon for comparison.
They conducted two types of dot counts and a polar planimeter determination of
area.	 Dot Count 1 included all do
.
ts falling on the boundary of the polygon.
Dot Count 2 included only those dots within and mostly within the polygon.
The researchers repeated each determination 12 times.	 The results, in table 5,
show CGIS area calculations to be comparable to area calculations made by
manual methods.
In further tests, researchers determined and compared the area of a
selected polygon from a map sheet by dot count and polar planimeter.	 The
results are recorded in table 6 with appropriate deviations calculated. 	 The
CGIS determined area for the polygon shows little variation frain either the
dot counted area (0.59 percent) or from the polar planimeter area (-1.57
percent).
In one final test, investigators determined areas of selected polygons
from each of three CARETS map sheets by both dot and polar planimeter methods
and compared them to CGIS determined areas. 	 The results are presented in tables
t 7-9.	 Summing the data from table 7-9, the dot counted area differed from the
CGIS determined area by 2.15 percent; the polar planimeter determined area
differed from the CGIS determined area by -0.87 percent; and the CGIS determined
area differed from the average of the two areas determined by 0.51 percent.
Again the variations show CGIS determired figures to be as acceptable as manually
determined figures.
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Table 4.--Area validation for CARETS map sheet JRG3W
Absolute	 Percent
Manual Acres Difference	 Difference
Dot Count 1 593,839.50
940.58	 0.15
Dot Count 2 592;898.92
Average 593,369.21
2404.67	 0.40
True Area of Map Sheet
595,773.88
2784.97	 0.46
Composite Overlay* maps
i'
U124	 596,154.37
UABG	 596,153.81
^:. 380.30	 0.06
UDEH	 596,154.36
Average
	
596,154.18
Data Reduction* process maps @
USO1	 596 ,153.13 j
US02	 596,153.47
USO4	 596,153.30
USOA	 596,153.27
USOB	 596,152.92
r
USOG	 596,153.32
` USOD	 596 ,153.21
k, USOE	 596 ,153.40
Y
^'
USOH	 596 ,153.30
* The area of the sheet was determined three times by CGIS.	 Map U124 is a
composite overlay composed of maps US01, US02, and USO4. 	 Map UABG is a ^^+
composite overlay of maps USOA, USOB, and USOG.	 Map UDEH is a composite
overlay of maps USOD, USOE, and USOH. 	 The area was then determined for
each of the three more complex composite overlay maps (U124, UABG, UDEH).
@ The data reduction process is described in the section titled, "Canada°
-' Geographic Information Systems."
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Table 5.--Area determinations for a single polygon (No. 209), in acres
Dot Count 1 Dot Count 2
613.53
Planimeter
606.51
CGIS
618.19648.061/
d	 to to625.48 654.39
l/ Mean
1. Each count was done 12 times (36 counts In total).
2. Dot Count 1
All dots on the line were counted as within the polygon.
Dot Count 2
All dots on the line that were mostly within the polygon were
counted.
Table 6.--Area determinations for a single polygon (No. 319), in acres
DEVIATION
Average	 CGIS	 Absolute
Dot count-
	
1	 12,712.94
2	 12,872.30	 a
3	 12,489.84
4	 2,948.00'
5	 12,908.16	 12,848.84
6	 12,900.19
7	 12,916.13	 + 76.08	 + 0.59
8	 12,896.21
	 *'
9	 12,995.81
12,924.92
-206.34	 —1.57
Planimeter	 1	 13,083.45
2	 13,147.20
3	 13,051.58
4	 13,147.20
5	 13,131.26	 13,131.26
6	 13,147.20
7	 13,210.94
F
-W
t
TABLE 7 --Area Validation of Randomly Selected Polygons VAl11es in Acres
122
133
139
209
211
f 41
	
^	 l l3:3
495
ti5
7C5
379
1312
1774
1799
1791
1933
rN
FACE
N r t 3F R
1	 USO1
t--
DOT COUNT PU641METER
CGIS
U LCULA
1 2 3 AVERAGE BEST 2 1 2 3 AVERAGE BEST 2 VALUC
Of 3 OF	 3
382.46 , 370.S1 382.46 378.48 382.46 350.59 414.98 350.59 371.OS 3SO.S9 3SS.S6
2772.86 3123.45 3294.76 3063.69 3209.10• 3235.00 3016.61 3171.26 3140.69 3203.13• 32n1.i1
18573.40 18539.14 18776.59 18646.44 18581.37 19011.64 18770.01 17959.87 ls530.S1 18190.82 11915.69
589.63 6.11.42 613.53 614.86 601.58 669.31 637.44 SS7.76 621.50• 6;1.37• 617.14
4:55.09 4434.19 4529.80 4474.03 4446.14 4S2S.82 4414.27 4541.76 4487.23• 4533.71• 4:35.9.•
1:43.00 1398.35 1356.43 1309.27 1392.40• 1497.98 1402.36 1147.39 134938 1453.17• 13-3.C6
25:.81 333.64 342.62 322.02 340.64 350.59 334.65 366.52 3S1.59' 3SS.S3• Szt.Se
403.36 454.17 490.03 450.19 472.10 430.27 478.03 :46.20 451.83 438.23 437.11
709.15 733.OS 750.86 741.02 721.10 717.12 812.71 764.92 764.92 741.02 773.13
34.62 346.60 SS4.S7 347.93 344.61 3SO.S9 350.59 366.52 355.93 3in.s4 3S!.SS
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U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM
The Geographic Information System pf the USGS is designed to input, store,
manipulate, and retrieve digital spatial data developed from land use and land
t'
	
	 cover maps^;at a compilation scale of approximately 1:125,000 plus overlays
showing (a) Federal land ownership, (b) river basin and subbasin, (c) counties,
and (d) county census subdivisions. In addition, the system will accommodate
e.
-'
	
	 maps at other scales. Computer-generated products from the system include a
digital data vase tape, graphic and statistical data, and a specialized statis-
tical and spatial. data analysis. The basic data units of the system data base
are (1) boundaries that are identified by the categories of land use and land
cover, such as a river basin, that lie on either side of the boundary, (2) poly-
Y '- gons identified by categories inside the boundaries, and (3) the boundary lengths
plus the areas of the polygons. Boundaries are stored as strings of points
defined by geographic (latitude and longitude) coordinates and are organized by
1:250,000-scale quadrangles and 7-1/2 minute quadrangles.
The system operations flow of the GIS is shown in figure 6. Following
receipt of land use and land cover or other overlays from the Compilation
and Interpretation Branch of the Geography Program, overlays are either
'
	
	 manually digitized on a standard commercial digitizer table by a human
operator or they are automatically digitized on a laser scanner by I/O Metrics
Corporation (figure 1, event F7). Some digitizing is accomplished with an
interactively operated manual digitizer table associated with the INTERMAP
interactive cartographic system in the GIS Branch, but this system is not
used in a production mode and its digitizing capabilities will not be
discussed.
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Whether overlays or maps have been digitized by manual or automatic
methods, the digital record of boundaries and polygons must be edited, and
errors found therein corrected by a "graphic input procedure" (GIP) developed
by the USGS.	 Briefly, the procedure involves the.use of computer plots and
programs to detect and flag arc (boundary) errors committed in the digitizing.
' process or those that remain from the compilation process before the overlay
a
was digitized.	 Because these errors will compound the problems in processing
in.
V71 or manipulating spatial data in later phases of the system, it is imperative
' that they be detected and corrected at this stage in processing.
Lists of corrections detected are dealt with in several ways. 	 The method
u
chosen depends upon the type of error and correction needed. 	 Compilation errors
often require an inquiry to the compilation staff; some corrections are performed
by punch card processing through the IBM 370/155 system in the USGS and others
E
are accomplished with the INTERMAP interactive cartographic system.	 Following
corrections, the arcs or boundaries are chained into polygons and combined with
pr	 .
polygon identification numbers to form arc/polygon files. 	 Any additional errors
are detected and corrected.
At this point spatial data files in the system are comprised of arc/
polygon files of digitized single-subject overlays for a single 1:250,000-
scale quadrangle map.	 The next step in the system is the computer-manipulation
of those spatial data files. 	 "Compositing" is one form of data manipulation
that has been singled out in figure 6 for special attention because of its
s=
critical importance and because of the special difficulties it presents in
'`, a geographic information system.	 Compositing denotes performing in a computer
the same process traditionally used by an analyst when he stacks (or
composites") several layers of transparent overlays of different phenomena
to facilitate the study of the interrelationships of these phenomena. 	 Computer
compositing is presently accomplished through software which transform polygon
maps into variable-sized grids which can be used to composite two or more single-
subject arc/polygon file, tapes.	 Development of polygon compositing software for
the GIS has not been completed.
The boxes following the	 grid compositing" operation in figure 6 refer to
additional types of data manipulation, such as retrieval, analysis, , and dis-
play that are presently performed or are under development in the GIS. 	 Types
of data manipulation that are possible are scale and/or projections change,
contiguity or proximity analysis, generalization, extraction of data from
composited files, spatial searches, and point radius and corridor searches.
Present capabilities of the GIS include the following:
1)	 Coordinates may be converted to UTM, State plane coordinates, or
any other rectangular or spherical frame of reference.
2)	 Polygons may be converted to grid cells of any size and in any
frame of reference.
3)	 Data may be plotted back on any projection, at any scale, and
with a wide range of selection criteria.
Data may be retrieved on the basis of individual polygons or
boundaries, type of boundaries or polygons (for example, land use
category or county) or combinations, such as land use by census
tract or by drainage, through the grid compositing operation.
5) Data may be retrieved by geographic location (that is, by 7-1/2
minute or 1:250,000-scale quadrangle, by any arbitrary area, by
proximity to any point, or by proximity to any route).
6) Data may be retrieved by any combination of the above.
Graphic outputs of the system include editing plots, custom plots of single
or composited data sets for users, and scribe and peel-coat stable base
plastic film for publication purposes. A continuing aspect of the GIS will
I
be the support of State cooperative users and others within and outside USGS
in the utilization of the GIS as well as the provision of spatial data, plots
and statistical analysis, and exportable computer programs of the GIS.
Digitization of Polygon Map Data
The graphic input procedure includes the initial conversion of maps into
digital data, the editing process by which logically correct or "clean" data
files are produced, and generating polygon and line files for further manipu-
lation and data retrieval.
A number of alternatives are available both in hardware and method to
accomplish the initial conversion to digital data. Two prime considerations
in selecting a method are: 1) hardware independence and 2) minimization to
digitizer-operator induced errors. The graphic input procedure, under devel-
opment at USGS since early 1973, attempts to accomplish this by: 1) limiting
the amount of information required from the digitizer and•2) using software
to perform automatic editing, error checking, and file creation.
The digital data from any given digitizer must be identified by map
title, data, and whatever other textual description may be necessary. The
digitizer coordinate frame of reference must be defined by map projection
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and the digitization of selected control points defined by geographic
R
(latitude-longitude) coordinates. Beyond these initial identification data,
fhe graphic input procedure requires two files: 1) unlabeled lines defined
by series of (x,y) coordinate pairs and 2) polygon labels, each tied to an
arbitrary point within the polygon. The following is an excerpt from instruc-
tions given to digitizer operators by the USGS. Note that operators (or scanners)
are not required to tag or label lines in any way. "All that is required while
digitizing lines is the ability to recognize line intersections (nodes): "All
maps consist of lines. All points which'are common to three or more lines are
called nodes. Lines joining nodes will be called arcs and will consist of one
or more line segments joining the digitized points to each other. The boundary
of the map will intersect some of these arcs. For the purpose of digitizing a
particular map, arcs intersecting the boundary of the map will be terminated by
the intersection, which will then become a node. The straight line segments
of the boundary joining adjacent nodes will also be arcs. An arc will be
completely defined by a string of x,y coordinates beginning with the node at
either end and proceeding segment by segment to and including the node at the
other end. The lines of the map will be completely defined when each arc,
including arcs which are the boundaries of the map, has been digitized at least
once. The only points which need be digitized more than once are the nodes.
The arcs of the maps can be chained together at their common nodes
around each completely closed area. These areas, which are assumed to be
homogeneous in the characteristic being mapped, are called polygons. Poly-
gons which cross the boundary of the map are assumed to end at the boundary.
A single polygon surrounded by one larger polygon is a simple island. A
group of adjacent polygons totally surrounded by one larger polygon is ralLed
50
a compound island and contains identifiable nodes at arc junctions. For
purposes of digitization it will be necessary to choose one point on the
boundaries of simple islands to be the node. This node will be both the first
rind last point in the coordinate , string defining the arc which is the boundary
of the simple island. The direction in which an arc is digitized is immaterial.
Every polygon of each map will be identified by a not-necessarily-unique
integer of from one to nine digits. A polygon will be completely defined when
its identifier has been recorded at least once followed by the coordinates of
,
some arbitrary interior point within the polygon which is neither on an arc
nor within an included island."
The types and sophistication levels of equipment which has been used
to supply initial data to the graphic input procedure span a wide range of
graphic input devices, from a simple manual encoding and card-punch operation
to an automatic line-following laser scanner. Any device which can translate
lines into series of (x,y) coordinate pairs may be used. Most often this
has been some variety of digitizing table with a manually operated cursor.
Experimental projects digitizing land use, land ownership, census tracts
and subdivisions, drainage basins, geology, soils, and State and county
boundaries of regional test sites in the CARETS area were conducted in 1973
using, the Bendix Datagrid table. The success of the project demonstrated
the feasibility of using manually operated digitizing tables to convert land
data compiled as polygon maps to digital form.
As a followup from the preliminary digitizing of CARETS maps, pro-
duction digitizing of the Land Use Data and Analysis Program (LUDA) data
began in the fall of 1974 using a Computer Equipment Corporation digitizing
station operated by the Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory. Land use
-71
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and land cover, land ownership, political boundaries, census subdivision, and
 hydrologic units covering the entire State of Louisiana at scales from 1:125,000
to 1:250,000 were digitized, edited, and delivered to the Office of State Planning;
in Baton Rouge by the end of fiscal year 1975.
	 That office has used the data
and a copy of the system software to manipulate the data themselves, generating
c
land use and land cover area summary statistics by parish and various special
plots and retrievals.
	 A special application involved the assessment of April
^	
r
c 1975 flood damage, given within a week after the flood.
	 Statistics showing
the total acreage of each land use and land cover type flooded within each
parish were given.
Many problems have been encountered and much has been learned in the
j
past 2 1/2 years about processing data digitized on tables with manually
operated cursors.
	 The number of problems and therefore the amount of
editing necessary has varied with the machine or digitizing station used and
n the skill of the operator.
wide range of capabilities exists from machine to machine.
	
Some,
P	 ,, { designed for automatic drafting work, have proved unusable due to the high
inertia of the cursor or arm while attempting to depart from a straight line in
the x or y direction.
	 Most tables create problems merely because they do not
permit the operator to view his work until after he has completed the digitizing
E operation, if at all.	 Problems created using such "blind" tables include:
4 1) missing data, either lines or polygon lables; 2) lines digitized more than
once; 3) incorrect labels; and 4) loss of origin, resulting in different frames
of reference for various parts of the same map.
	 Digitizing systems which
allow viewing of the data while digitizing and some degree of backtracking
capability produce much better results.
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The experience and skill of the digitizer operator plays an even more
important role in the quality of the manually operated digitizer table out- #{
put.	 Map top'ology must be understood and care must be taken so that control r
ty points are digitized correctly and lines followed exactly.
	 If the digitizer
E mode/ used calls for the operator to select the points by which a line is
described, even more care must be taken.
	 Constant attention must be paid
so that line intersections (nodes) are recognized and two arcs are not
^^
y
digitized as one.
	 Labels must be correct and good records kept so that all
labels and lines are digitized.
	 It must be said, however, that in spite of
the problems inherent in using manually operated digitizing tables, most of the
PrI
:9 editing of USGS land use and land cover data has been necessary not because of
T
r.
digitizing errors, but because of compilation errors.
Once extensive experience with manual digitizing table output was attained
y
within the USGS, a decision was made in 1974 to contract digitizing with I/O #'
^I
Metrics Corporation of Sunnyvale, California.
	 I/O Metrics uses an extremely
accurate laser scanning device designed originally to digitize bubble and
streamer chamber photographs.
	 The scanner is used in a "line-following" mode
rather than raster scanning so that no raster-to-vector conversion is necessary
and label data may be present do the film as well as lines.
	 Production digit-
izing by I/O Metrics began in the spring of 1975 (figure'l, events F7).
E'
r..
a The use of the laser scanner solved many of the problems inherent in
digitizing,manual	 but brought up new problems to replace the old.
	 Most of
these problems havebeen dealt with by the Compilation Branch and I/O Metrics.
i
f
l/ Three modes may be used: 	 1) points generated as a function of time;
2) points generated as a function of distance traveled; and, 3) points
selected by the operator.I
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The first problem has involved the preparation of the maps to be digitized.
Since the scanner just "sees" opaque and transparent areas, the lines must
be distinct, solid, and opaque while everything else within the laser beam's
search radius must be transparent. While a manual digitizing operation can
be done with a ms.nuscript compilation copy, the scanner demands two film
positives be made with just lines and labels (no labels may be within a
given tolerance, of a line). Two film copies must be provided as the scanner
can only digitize a 3- by 4-inch (approximately) area at a time and the film
positives must be cut into overlapping strips. The Topographic Division
photo labs superimpose a grid upon the overlays to delineate these 3- by 4-
inch rectangles. Problems have occurred where this grid falls directly
upon an internal map boundary. The most serious problems, however, have
come from the poor quality of the line data after reduction and photo pro-
cessing of the original inked compilation maps. A negative must be made
before the film positive. As ink lines naturally vary in thickness and
density, weak lines on the original drop out and strong lines "bleed" into
neighboring lines and labels. This has meant that either the digitizer
operator at I/O Metrics must constantly reposition the probe manually while
digitizing or the original map must be scribed. Experience has shown that
if the original maps are scribed in compilation with digitizing by automatic
scanner in mind, considerable savings may be made. Since many inked or
printed maps are compiled without consideration of the requirements of the
digitizing operation, however, the cost of the preparation of the material
for scanning may equal or surpass the cost of manual digitizing and editing.
If the input requirements of the automatic scanner are met, whether in
compilation or extra preparation, the 
10
digitized data returned are far more
accurate and error-free than any manual digitizing operation. In fact, this
accuracy at first created a problem in d. 	 the data as returned. 1/0
Metrics returns to the Geography Program data describing the lines of a map
by a series of points 8 mils apart or less. The 125 to 200 points per inch
means the lines are described to a far more accurate degree than that to which
ti
they were compiled. The weeding algorithm used successfully with manually
digitized data could not operate cost effectively on the I/O Metric data.
A new algorithm had to be developed using a look-ahead tolerance corridor search
technique, the last point within the corridor being kept and used for the start
of the next look-ahead corridor. Using this algorithm, we have routinely reduced
the number of points to 10 percent or less of that returned by the scanner while
retaining the accuracy of the original compiled lines. The data have proved to
be very free from errors when compared to manual digitizing results.
Editing Process
After the polygon map data have been captured, regardless of the device
used, the raw digitizer output consists of three parts: 1) geographic control
data, 2) unlabeled series of (x,y) points describing the lines or arcs of the
map, and 3) labeled polygon interior (position arbitrary) points. To produce
final files the data are put through the following editing steps (see figure 7):
1. Conversion to standard format;
2. Data compaction (weeding out points unnecessary to define
lines within a given spatial tolerance);`
3. Conversion to latitude-longitude coordinates, if desired;
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4. Split into either 7-i/2 minute sections or other sections, if
desired or necessary;
S. Limited automatic editing and error detection of line (arc) data;
t
6. Manual batch or interactive editing of line data with a return
to previous step until line data are "clean";
7. Merging of labeled 'polygon points with the line (arc) data,
providing either further error detection or clean files;
8. Manual batch or interactive editing of polygon label data and a
return to step 6 or 7, if necessary;
9. Edge match of each map section with neighboring map sections
either in this same map or others already on file, if necessary.
Digitizer
Output
T
Ncn-standard Maps.
WEED
Standard Maps
IIC COORDINATE
VERSION
7 1 h' SPLIT
<Amount?
yvis
LF SPLIT
ERROR	 low
no
-H8CK LINE DATA
Arcs	 yes
Clean? ATP
no
no
Clean?
L
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Manual Intermap Manual
Edit ofBotch
Editing
Interactive
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r
Sim:ple
Data
Base
Figure	 7---Gr,aphic input procedure flow diagram
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All raw digitizer data is first converted to a standard format. The
program used must, of course, be different for almost every different digitizer.
The USGS has processed data from six different sources, each requiring a special
format conversion program. For I/O Metrics data the first two steps (format
conversion and data compaction) are being done simultaneously to reduce input/
output charges.
The data compaction step or weeding has already been mentioned in con-
nection with processing I/O Metrics data. This is a very important step
since all further editing, manipulation, and retrieval costs are dependent
upon the amount of data which must be processed. The basic principle is
that in order to spatially describe a given straight line segment only the
two end points of that segment need be stored. An efficient cost-effective
and logically correct algorithm must be used to ensure optimum data compaction
while retaining positional accuracy. If a large amount of data is to be
weeded, the algorithm should require that each input point be "looked at"
.(calculations performed) only once. The USGS uses the following algorithm:
1) use the point kept last (first point in string is always kept) and the
next point in the series (at a greater distance than the given tolerance from
the first point) to define the center line of a tolerance corridor; 2) calculate
the distance of each following point to the center line of the corridor until
a point falls out of the corridor or the end of the line is reached; 3) save
only the last point in the string within the tolerance corridor; and 4) return
to step 1 if the end of the line has not been reached.
If the maps being processed are standard USGS land use and land cover
maps or related overlays, the weeded data are then transformed into a standard
Mercator-like projection where a given x or y_coordinate value may be equated
to a latitude or ' longitude value, but the longitude values vary with the
cosine of the latitude. This allows easy splitting of the data into 7 1/2-
minute sections while retaining scale consistency and spatial relationships
from section to.section. The algorithm used to transform the data into this
projection assumes the data was digitized from bases in an approximate
Universal Transverse Mercator projection. Control points at the corners
(must be 7 1/2-minute intersections) of the geographic "rectangle" bounding
the map plus control points at the midpoints of the latitude lines of the
rectangle are used to accomplish the conversion by single precision Aitken
interpolation. If no projection transformation is desired, the data may
still be split into sections along UTM or arbitrary lines. Experience has
shown that the cost of editing may be reduced significantly by splitting
map data into sections. In any case, if the number of coordinates needed to
describe the lines of the map exceeds 32,767, the map must be split (only
16 bits are used to store arc pointers). This has meant that before maps
were split into 7 1/2-minute sections, most land use maps covering 1:250,000
quadrangle had to be split into six to nine sections. As part of the split
routine arcs are added along split lines to form a complete continuous out-
side boundary to each section.
As the last step ofa single automatic production procedure begun with
the raw digitized data, each map section line data are edited and checked
for node errors.
Manual editors use the error listings generated by the arc edit program
plus a plot of the data or the INTERMAP system along with a copy of the original
compilation manuscript to visually check the data and decide what edit commands
are needed whether in batch or interactive node. The edited arc data are
again checked for node errors until "clean".
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The heart of the graphic input procedure is the arc to polygon program
ire•	 x
(ATP) the step which ties the labeled polygon interior points to the•arc
data, creating the cross-referencing polygon-arc files. 	 ATP serves as the
final stage of topological error check and verification.	 viost of the poly-
gon label errors and compilation errors are caught in ATP as well as false
arc crossings (if a given arc does not recross another arc) and arcs dupli-
cating two or more arcs. 	 Errors listed may indicate a need for more arc
)
editing and/or editing of the labeled polygon interior points. 	 As duplicate
labels and misplaced labels are automatically deleted, the editing of labeled
polygon points consists of either changing a label or adding a labeled point.
The final step in building the files is edge-matching the outside boundary
`
"• 4
arcs of each map section with neighboring map sections either from the same
map or other maps previously digitized and filed. 	 Often this means a split
of one boundary arc into two to ensure unique identification of attributes
left or right of the arc.	 Note that this edge match process not only means
the completion of the map presently processed but the update of edge infor-
r
mation of maps already stored.
Much has been done to perfect the system and to streamline the oper-
ation.
	
The large amount of data processed has helped debug the software and
Q; has illustrated many improvements which either have been or will be made.
The number of man hours needed to edit a typical 1:250,000-scale quadrangle
r •	 .
land use and land cover map has been decreased from something in excess of
__• 200 to less than 40.	 More and more production time is being spent in file
maintenance and bookkeeping rather than actual editing,
INTERACTIVE DIGITIZING AND CARTOGRAPHIC EDITING SYSTEM
After its review of USGS and CARETS digital mapping requirements, the
IGU advisory group recommended that USGS acquire the hardware necessary to
support programs developed by RayBoyle of the Department of Electrical
Engineering at the University of Saskatchewan (figure 1, event G2). Defini-
tion of the hardware specifications was completed and the decision to purchase
the equipment was made in August 1973.
INTERMAP is a cartographic digitizing and editing system based on the
Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) PDP8/e Digital Minicomputer and various
interfacing hardware. In addition to IOS/8 (a modification of DEC's OS/8
software support system), a large number of programs provide capabilities
for digitizing map sheets into map files that can be stored on any IOS/8
file structured device, transforming the data from digitizer table coor-
dinates to actual map coordinates, editing the data outlined using Tektronix
storage display terminals, editing the raw digital data, and converting the
data to IBM compatible 9-track magnetic tape format from IOS/8 file structure
format (and vice versa). With the above capabilities the system can operate
in "stand alone" or as a digitizing and editing system providing data on IBM
compatible tape for 'larger computer systems. The USGS acquired INTERMAP-1/
to develop an in-house geographic information systems laboratory and to allow
in-house digitization, and interactive editing of the digitized polygon files.
The PDP8/e minicomputer and an extended arithmetic unit for high-speed
calculations are the main components of the hardware system. The system is
based on disk operation, which provides the speed necessary to handle large
1/ When initially acquired in 1975, the INTERMAP System was called CART/8.
li
amounts of data. The Tektronix storage display units with an interactive
pointer provide the graphic interface to the user. The magnetic tape unit
provides for bulk storage and input/output to other computer systems via a
9-track IBM compatible magnetic tape.
The hardware originally acquired by the USGS included the following:
1) Two Tektronix 611 CRT storage display units;
2) A PDP8/e minicomputer with 16,000 octal words of memory, each
word being 12 bits in length; power-fail auto-restart hardware:
3) A magnetic tape unit;
4) A standard RCA teletype terminal for standard user keyboard input;
S) One disk drive utilizing removable disk cartridges, each cartridge
having a capacity of 1.6 million words;
6) A Gradicon digitizer;
7) An extended arithmetic element;
8) Interfaces for the Tektronix display units and the Gradicon digi-
tizer to the minicomputer.
INTERMAP systems can be used to digitize, display and edit point, line,
symbol, alphanumeric, and polygon data. Editing can be done at three times:
(1) as data are being digitized, (2) after data have been digitized, and
(3) finally when the-data have been extracted for a special use, such as
preparing overlays for automatic map drafting. All displays of the data
may be symbolized. The data can be used either within the INTERMAP system or
put in a standarized format, stored on magnetic tape in IBM compatible 9-track
format, and transferred to other systems. In this manner the INTERMAP system
can be regarded as being compatible with existing customer programs and other
computer systems.
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r .^ For digitizing, the INTERMAP system utilizes a Gradicon table with a
'Y handheld digitizing tool or cursor controlled by the PDP8/e and a Tektronix
611.	 The INT'.MMAP system is considered an "intelligent" digitizer. 	 "Intel-
..	 K ligent" digitizer software refers to the ability of DIGIT Programs to warn the
s
operator when he moves the cursor too rapidly for accurate line-following,
tell him when he has closed an island (polygon), and inform him when he has
closed a line during a backtrack procedure.
The first operation is to digitize a number of control points on the
base map.	 These control points are later used to translate, rotate, and scale
the digitized table coordinates into a rectangular coordinate system (INTERMAP
F
uses data with lat-long, UTM, digitizer or any decimal rectangular coordinate
system).
Once the control points are digitized, the digitizer operator has any
number of methods of digitizing (with preliminary editing features available).
tr
He may digitize in a point mode.	 He may also digitize lines in a stream
mode.	 Thus, he can digitize contours, hydrography, or any other line infor-
mation on the base map.
At the same time, he is able to specify feature codes for any of the
map attributes that he is digitizing. 	 This feature selection is done using a
_
series of thumb wheels or keyboard characters supplied with the INTERMAP
system.
The digitizer software includes several preliminary edit capabilities.
An automatic island closure permits the digitizing of closed arcs.	 There is
also a backtrack capability, which allows the operator to stop digitizing at
a point and move back any distance along a line, and recommence digitizing.
n	 ,
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All of the information before the point where he recommences digitizing; is
saved and all the previous information after that point is discarded. The
user is aided by an audio device attached to the digitizer table that emits
one tone as long as he is digitizing in a proper mode. If his hand moves
abruptly, the tone will change and indicate the need to backtrack. The audio
device aids in backtracking by changing tone when the previously digitized
line is crossed.
A second mode of input is from outside sources. For example, land
use and land cover data digitized by a commercial contractor may be edited
using the INTERMAP system. In this case, two INTERMAP utility programs are
used to get the information from the outside source into a .format compatible
with the INTERMAP system. Once this has been done, the full manipulative and
extractive capabilities of the INTERMAP system can be utilized. The pre-
requisite for running INTERMAP is the DEC IOS/8 Operating System for the
PDP8/e.
Once the data are available in the INTERMAP format, the user has the
interactive display and editing (DSPEDT) capabilities at his disposal. Line-
mode editing capabilities can be used for line or polygon data, permitting
the removal of lines, or parts of lines, addition of lines or parts of lines,
removal of spikes, filling in of gaps, and cleaning up of junction closings.
For symbol data, symbols may be added or deleted, or moved about within the
data base. Alphanumeric data, such as the name of a lake, can also be changed
in the data base. For example, the user can change the spelling of a name,
delete the name, or change the position of individual characters in that name.
He can thus take the name of a river and manipulate the individual characters
to follow the shape of the river much as is done in lettering on a topographic
All manipulative capabilities are closely associated with the data ex-
traction capabilities of the INTERMAP system. 	 More precisely, each time the
user wishes to edit a portion of his data base 	 lie need display on the cathode
ray tube only a small porVon of the-data base. 	 The data can be magnified as
much as 32 times and special line symlnols, such as dashing, line thinning and
thickening, or overlay of name and symbo-1 information can be done interactively.
Delivery of the hardware required for the INTERMAP system was gradual,
with the minicomputer being delivered in March 1974, the display equipment in
June 19 714, and the digihzer table and interface equipment in December 1974
(figure 1, events G4 through G6). 	 The system was finally -implemented with
the INTERMAP software in December 1974 (figure 1, event G7).
As a result of the extended time needed to acquire and implement the
interactive cartographic system, it was not available to the CARETS project
for the production of digitized maps within the time limitations of the pro-
ject.	 The system is being used intensively in the editing and correcting of
USGS land use and land cover maps, however, and use of the system is anticipated
for future processing and analysis of the CARETS data base resulting from other
CGIS work.	 In addition, the interactive cartographic system--although not
procured from CARETS funds--is one of the accomplishments in the development
of a geographic information system in which the CARETS project play a part.
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rCONCLUSIONS
^v
	
	
This report has described the problems, decision points, activities,
and research involved in designing, implementing, and operating a geographic
K
X':
	
	 information system to input, store, manipulate and retrieve digital spatial
data developed from land use and other natural resource data sets. The
K
system began with the CARETS project, but was expanded and extended over the
R
	 4 years covered by this report. The attempt to provide the CARETS project
with a geographic information system, while not altogether successful during
	
• S
	 the life of the project, provided the incentive and support for a research and
	
$ r
	
development activity which is continuing to cope with managerial, technical, and
^r 3
	
scientific problems characteristic of such systems.
One of the more serious problems is the significant time delays that occur
t ;
	
	 in obtaining project approval, acquiring equipment and facilities, hiring and
training staff, and moving from the design and development stages of a GIS
to its implementation. The sequence of activities shown in figure l provides
	
a	
multiple examples of the magnitude of that problem. GIS development could
not keep pace with the CARETS schedule. This scheduling problem was further
complicated by the fact that the interpretation and compilation of CARETS maps
•
involved conventional techniques which did not depend upon a new technology,
acquisition of specially trained personnel or special equipment, or the
development of complex software. CARETS data compilation activities, therefore,
proceeded at the start of the project, while GIS development required an
extended start-up period and soon lagged behind the overall CARETS timetable.
' Reliance on the assumption that operational geographic information system
Y
F
software, techniques, and procedures would be generally available for importation
and utilization in the CARETS project was unjustified; even now, the trans-
ferability of systems which are generally considered operational (see the five
systems described by the ICU Commission and systems considered under "Survey
and Evaluation of Existing CIS Approaches") cannot be considered feasible
because of inadequate documentation, machine dependency, or proprietary
restrictions.	 It should be noted that even the utilization of the Canada
Geographic Information System--a truly operational system--was extensively
delayed over the life of the CARETS project due to the time necessary to nego-
tiate with the Canadian Government, conduct evaluation tests, and consumate an
agreement.	 As a result, the digitizing and editing of CARETS maps within the
extended time frame of the project actually could have been accomplished by
' the USGS GIS, although the production of statistical summaries would have taken
longer (see figure 1, events C7 and F7).,
It might be argued that the selection of a grid-cell approach from the
alternative methods of spatial data encoding that were available at the start
of the CARETS project might have avoided the developmental problems attendant on
the arc-polygon approach used by the GIS. 	 At the time, the grid-cell method
k
was in use by several organizations and its adaptation might have reduced the
start-up and lead times experienced in the CARETS project. 	 A preliminary
F
analysis of the characteristics, advantages, and disadvanta;es of the various
approaches, however, strongly indicated that future requirements in handling
spatial data should dictate that approach which would most closely accommodate
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all types of spatial data--point, line, and area data--and provide the highest
degree of flexibility possible in storing, manipulating, retrieving, and out-
putting that data. In addition, the early promise of the development of a
geographic information system by the Raytheon Corporation which would afford
e
highly useful manipulative and output facilities made a strong argument for
the arc-polygon approach to encoding. Subsequently, the IGU advisory group's
analysis of five spatial data encoding approaches actually did confirm the
suitability of the decision from the standpoint of flexibility and ,accuracy.
It is on the management side of designing, developing, and implementing
a GIS, however, in which the experiences detailed in this report vary from the
procedures and criteria that are generally considered good practice. The
comparative analysis of five systems by the IGU suggested that recommended
practice in system development includes: a) conceptualizing the system and
entrepreneurial activities, b) research management, c) system debugging, and
d) system operation and maintenance. The managerial experience relating to
these phases suggests the following:
1. A long-term staff plan which recognizes substantial staff changes
through the phases of design, development, and implementation.
2. A fiscal plan which relates to the total resources necessary to
develop the system and which provides for fiscal continuity.
3. A program for "selling" the system while at the same time providing
interim products to potential users.
4. An extensive education program for users relating to applications
problems and techniques of using the system to attack those problems.
5. A feedback system which allows the user to communicate_ his experi-
ences in using the system.
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System development in the CARETS project and the USGS contrasted with
`
	
	
accepted procedure in that, from the beginning, system operation, conceptualization
and development, debugging, and research management were carried out in parallel.
Shortly after the initiation of the CARETS project, the immediate need to encode
.,	
and edit CARETS spatial data sets imposed a clear and urgent requirement for
t,	 the development of a graphic input procedure. Successively, the production of
Y a4 s
data sets in the USGS and the requirements of an expanding number of State
":.	 cooperative programs with the USGS intensified the pressure for parallel system
development with an equal or even greater production effort and to place develop-
d`
mental emphasis upon the spatial data processing phases of the system rather
;,.	 than upon the system as a whole.
The arbitrary emphasis dictated by large-scale processing requirements
=ax
for spatial data coupled with the strong and insistent interest of users in
G
	
	 the preliminary products of spatial data processing still complicates the
rational development and implementation of the GIS and exacerbates many of the
system management problems because of the competitor between production and
development for fiscal support, personnel, time, and facilities. Overemphasis
on the development of the input and output facilities of a system exists
because these two phases of system development are most understandable to
}	 potential supporters and users of the system, who are likely to be interested
wonly in what goes into it or what comes out of it. Senior management and
applications users generally are not concerned with the other more complex
aspects of system development such as manipulative techniques, data base
d y.
management, and interactive retrieval. The result of that emphasis has been
	 r
s
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Sto place stress upon the effort needed to produce deliverable products at
the expense of overall system development and to refocus staffing and fiscal
plans from long-term development to short- and near-term production require-
ments. Meanwhile, total system development time is continuously deferred or
extended and the possbility increases that later system development may render
interim products useless.
Nonetheless, the considerable advantages of paralleling the development
of a GIS with a reasonable and balanced system production effort cannot be
understated. Despite the management problems inherent in the approach, and
recognizing the difficulties in maintaining a balance of resources and emphasis
between production and system development, a continuation of the present GIS
objective is indicated: to integrate user education and interim deliverable
products within the continuing development of the system without excessively
delaying it.
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